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It’s thicker, it’s newly designed, and its content 
is more diverse and comprehensive than ever 
before. So, what do you think?
Is the new look and feel of The Pitsco Network 

magazine pleasing, or would you rather return to the 
days of a plain, six-page newsletter touting the news 
of Synergistic Learning Systems?

If you are particularly perceptive, you noticed 
that I referred to this publication as a magazine in 
its current format and as a newsletter in its previ-
ous incarnation. We’ve made a concerted effort to 
strengthen our support for Synergistic facilitators 
and administrators, and we determined that a maga-
zine would be a positive step toward that end.

As you peruse the publication, you should imme-
diately notice a few magazine-type changes: an 
in-depth cover story, a detailed contents page, more 
pages, limited advertising by Pitsco’s various divi-
sions, a refreshing new look with different typefaces, 
and more regular departmental features (Pitsco R&D, 
A Look Back, Winning Suggestions, The Synergistic 
Side cartoon, columnists, and so forth).

We hope the bevy of changes pleases you and 
helps you get a better understanding of education in 
general and Synergistic Learning Systems in particu-

lar. If 
you 
have ideas, sug-
gestions, or comments regard-
ing the magazine, contact Editor Tom Farmer at 
tfarmer@pitsco.com or P.O Box 1708, Pittsburg, KS 
66762. We welcome and desire your feedback.

We want to help you become the best teacher or 
administrator that you can be because we believe in, 
as the cover says, “The Teacher Effect.” You can effect 
change in the classroom, in the administrative office, 
and in the lives of students every day. We hope The 
Pitsco Network serves as an aid in this cause.

Have a great school year! ■

It’s your 
magazine

New design and expanded content intended to 
help you become a more informed facilitator

Dr. Harvey Dean
President & CEO, Pitsco, Inc.

mailto:tfarmer@pitsco.com
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In 1998 I received the Golden Apple 
Middle School Teacher of the Year 
award in the community in which 

I taught. The award was based on a 
student referral, input from my school 
principal, and an interview process. 

Being prior to NCLB, at no point was 
I asked to demonstrate that my students 
had achieved success when it came to 
standardized testing. Basically, I was 
rewarded for students enjoying my class 

and me showing a panel of my peers that 
I loved teaching. Having pondered how 
the award might be handled in the NCLB 
era, I thought it would be interesting to 
find statistical information showing the 
impact a highly effective teacher has on 
student achievement. 

I did not have to search long to find 
a document that provided me with the 
information I desired – What Works in 
Schools: Translating Research into Action 
by Robert J. Marzano (see related article).  

Marzano analyzed 35 years of data 
and determined that 11 factors impact 
student achievement. He grouped these 
11 factors into three categories: 

o School-level factors
o Teacher-level factors
o Student-level factors
Student-level factors account for 

the biggest determination of student 
achievement, but Marzano’s research 
showed that teacher-level factors were 
a solid second, well ahead of school-
level factors. Teacher-level factors were 
defined as items under the control of 
individual teachers and not dramatically 

impacted by school- and district-level 
decisions. 

As an example, the following statistics 
from a 1998 study show the significance 
of just one year with a highly effective 
teacher as opposed to a less effective 
teacher:

“On average, the most effective 
teachers produced gains of about 53 
percentage points in student achieve-
ment over one year, whereas the least 
effective teachers produced achievement 
gains of about 14 percentage points over 
one year.”

This information becomes alarming 
when you consider several studies have 
purported that “students gain six per-
centage points simply from growing one 
year older and gleaning new knowledge 
and information through everyday life.” 
Thus, a highly effective teacher quickly 
separates herself from her less effective 
peers.  

One of the three teacher-level factors 
Marzano identified in his 2003 publica-
tion was classroom management, and he 
cited its importance from a 1993 study. 
The study’s researchers identified 228 
variables affecting student achievement 
and asked 134 educational experts to 
rate the impact of each variable. “The 

experts concluded from this massive 
review that classroom management was 
rated first.” 

So, what does this mean for you?
It means making a positive impact on 

students through a caring demeanor is 
the obvious first step to students achiev-
ing success in the classroom. In this issue 
of The Pitsco Network, you will find stories 
explaining how teachers made an impact 
on members of the Pitsco staff or how 
staff members attempted to impact their 
students when they were classroom 
teachers. 

Even though I focused on the statisti-
cal impact of effective teachers in this 
column, you will notice the personal 
stories in this issue (pages 12-14) do not 
make reference to statistically based 
success in a classroom. 

Rather, they talk about a teacher’s 
impact on one certain student, typi-
cally showcased by the caring attitude 
displayed by the teacher. 

So, when times are stressful at 
the beginning of the school year, just 
remember, it takes only one memorable 
and effective teacher to make all the 
difference, both emotionally and statisti-
cally. Have a great school year! ■

Teaching – the power of one
You can make all the 
difference in your classroom 
by going above and beyond 
what is expected of you

Editor’s note: The following 
information was gleaned from What 
Works in Schools: Translating Research 
into Action by Robert J. Marzano.

Three categories of factors that 
affect student achievement:

1. School-level factors (5)
o Guaranteed and Viable 

Curriculum
o Challenging Goals and 

Effective Feedback
o Parent and Community 

Involvement
o Safe and Orderly 

Environment
o Collegiality and 

Professionalism 

2. Teacher-level factors (3)
o Instructional Strategies
o Classroom Management
o Classroom Curriculum 

Design

3. Student-level factors (3)
o Home Environment
o Learned Intelligence and 

Background Knowledge
o Student Motivation

To learn more about the “What 
Works in Schools” series, visit  
www.ascd.org. Under the main menu 
“Education Topics,” select “What Works 
in Schools.”

Factors that affect student achievement

Matt Frankenbery
Education Perspective

http://www.ascd.org
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Administrators’ Corner

Teachers’ extra effort makes the difference
Introduction: A career educator, Eileen Katz has spent 30 

years amassing a variety of professional experiences, the first of 
which came on the Rosebud Sioux Reservation in South Dakota 
where she worked as a kindergarten teacher. She eventually 
returned to the city where she was raised, Hartford, Connecticut, 
and now serves as Senior Coordinator of Science for Hartford 
Public Schools. 

TPN: The Pitsco Network
EK: Eileen Katz

TPN: How long have you been in your current position, and 
what are your responsibilities?

EK: I have been in the position for two years and I oversee 
the curriculum for Grades K-12 for approximately 24,000 
students. I design, plan, and monitor the implementation of 
curriculum and also order all materials for all science program-
ming. In this position, my role is to support instructors as they 
improve student understanding in science.

* * *
TPN: How long have Synergistic Modules 

been used in Hartford and how are they 
implemented?

EK: The Synergistic Modules have 
been used in Hartford for approximately 
six years. They are being used at a middle 
magnet school, one of the comprehensive 
middle schools, and three of the compre-
hensive high schools. At the high school 
level, the Synergistic Modules are the ninth grade course of 
studies for the district. Therefore, it is a requirement. On the 
middle school level, they use the labs on a rotating basis; so 
all students also have this experience as part of their middle 
school curriculum. 

* * *
TPN: What specifically about the Synergistic Modules makes 

them a perfect fit for Hartford Public Schools?
EK: There are a number of aspects of the Modules that 

make them a perfect fit for the Hartford Public Schools science 
curriculum. First, they have allowed us the opportunity to 
cover a myriad of topics in order to align with the Connecticut 
Framework for Science (state standards). They have also 
allowed us to choose Modules that help to prepare our stu-
dents for the state standardized testing in a comprehensive 
fashion. This program also allows our students the opportunity 
to combine the hands-on inquiry aspect of science with tech-
nology, something we find appeals to students at all levels.

* * *
TPN: What processes or system do you have in place to monitor 

whether the Synergistic labs are helping students meet or exceed 
state and national standards?

EK: Since the Synergistic labs are the designated curriculum 
for all of the ninth graders in the comprehensive high schools, 
we are able to look at the correlation between the Synergistic 
curriculum and their progress on the state standardized test 

that they take as 10th graders. Last year, science was the only 
area tested where many students made gains from the previ-
ous year.

* * *
TPN: How can teachers go above and beyond the curriculum to 

connect with and impact students?
EK: At one of the high schools, there was a teacher who 

had a number of classes that were composed of struggling 
students. During the summers, she would review each of the 
Modules and modify the sequence and strategies for how they 
were introduced. She would begin with a Module that she pre-
sented to the whole class with the LCD projector. In this way, 
she guided and modeled the students through the process. As 
the students became more confident of their ability to proceed 
on their own, she would remove the scaffolded strategies she 
had employed. Two other teachers have enhanced what the 
students are expected to do and will use this program with 
their incoming honors freshmen. 

* * *
TPN: Is it more important for a science 

teacher to be passionate about the subject 
matter than it is for teachers of other core 
subjects such as math and English?

EK: How can you not be passionate 
about teaching science! I always say 
that science is the one area of study that 
allows students the opportunity to do 
real-world work. I have seen so many 

students over the years who were not excited or engaged by 
any other content areas become stars in a science classroom. 
Science allows students the opportunity to learn using a variety 
of modalities. 

* * *
TPN: Did a particular teacher leave a lasting impression on you 

because of their effort to understand and engage students?
EK: My seventh grade teacher, Sister Rita, made a lasting 

impression on me because she took the time to truly know who 
I was both as a student and as a person. She made me feel rec-
ognized and appreciated for who I was at a time that is typically 
a rather difficult stage of development for most adolescents. 
She also was passionate about learning and exposed us to a 
wide range of learning experiences. She shared her passion for 
things such as opera as well as science and helped to instill an 
appreciation for things we had not previously even thought 
about. 

* * *
TPN: What can a teacher do to become a more engaging, 

effective instructor who connects well with students?
EK: In order for a teacher to be an effective and engaging 

instructor, they must be a lifelong learner, must be passionate 
about learning and teaching, and must take the time to estab-
lish rapport and a relationship with each and every student. ■

Eileen Katz
Senior Coordinator of Science
Hartford Public Schools
Hartford, Connecticut
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I have read and taught about a variety 
of effects: the False Consensus Effect, 
the Doppler and Double Effect, the 

Eureka Effect, and the Lake Wobegon 
Effect, but the Teacher Effect may be a 
more significant challenge. 

Credential requirements and techno-
logical challenges play an increasing role 
in the visualization of what constitutes 
teacher effectiveness. Fields of jargon-
ized landmines await the novice as well 
as the veteran as they wend their way 
through the testing maze that encom-
passes NCLB. 

Like Quixote pursuing Dulcinea, 
the effectiveness of educators will be 
decided perhaps not in their lifetime, 
regardless of their effort or expertise. 
Nevertheless, their role must be to expe-
dite the transmission of the curriculum 
with which they are entrusted. 

A Native American proverb states, 
“Tell me and I’ll forget, show me and 
I may not remember, involve me and 
I’ll understand.” Synergistic Learning 
Systems, LEGO®, and Hearlihy educa-
tional products radiate the essence 
of that proverb, as involvement is the 
backbone of their totality. 

In addition to understanding, there 
is the utilization of technological skills, 
which is an additional area foremost on 
the crowded agendas of educational 
leaders. A journal or text that neglects 
this vanguard into the future would be 
educationally irresponsible.

Science and math are front-burner 
items today, and technology plays a 

crucial role in the transmission of these 
subjects. The Synergistic Learning 
Systems Effect provides a medicinal 
touch for teachers and administrators 
seeking to allay the needs exposed in 
current classrooms. Effectiveness will 
be the modus operandi as science and 
math are encapsulated in the variety of 
Modules presented.

Effectiveness is most probable 
when the instructor is knowledgeable 
and equipped with necessary teaching 
technology. 

Grant Funding Leads
The opportunities for professional 

growth and acquisition of vital technol-
ogy are available through the following 
grantors. “May the most you wish for be 
the least you get!”

• Advanced Certification Program
This program supports activities to 

assist teachers seeking advanced cer-
tification or credentialing: http://www.
ed.gov/programs/credentialing/index.
html 

• Improving Teacher Quality
This money may be used to furnish 

professional development or to fund 
initiatives to retain highly qualified 
teachers: http://www.ed.gov/programs/
teacherqual/index.html

• Mathematics and  
Science Partnerships

Funds may be used for professional 
development, summer workshops, or 
distance learning: http://www.ed.gov/
programs/mathsci/index.html

• Innovative Education State Grants
This is a formula grant under Title V 

that stimulates educational innovation 
by encouraging broad-based reform 
efforts. This program has been decreased 
by almost 50 percent for 2006. The funds 
may be used for technology, professional 
development software, or curricular 
materials: http://www.ed.gov/programs/
innovative/index.html

• Perkins Vocational and  
Applied Technology Act

States receive formula grant funds 
and monies are disseminated in the form 
of subgrants to school districts. This act 
has more than $1 billion available for the 
development and testing of curriculum: 
http://www.ed.gov/about/offices/list/
ovae/index.html?src=oc

• Louis R. Cappelli Foundation
These funds are directed toward 

innovative educational experiences that 
tie schools and parents together in the 
educational adventure of children: www.
cappelli-inc.com/lrc.shtml

• Charles Lafitte Foundation
This foundation subscribes to innova-

tion and creativity. There is a strong 
investment in experiential elements 
for students: http://www.charleslafitte.
org/education.html 

• Wachovia Teachers and  
Teaching Initiative

Wachovia supports teacher develop-
ment and the acquisition of the tools to 
accomplish its mission in the classroom 
or the lab: http://www.wachovia.com/
inside/page/0,,139_414_430_6336,00.
html  ■

Wobegon and Beyond
The teacher effect  
represents a significant 
challenge for educators

“Science and math are 
front-burner items today, 

and technology plays a 
crucial role in the trans-

mission of these subjects. 
The Synergistic Learning 
Systems Effect provides 

a medicinal touch for 
teachers and administra-
tors seeking to allay the 

needs exposed in current 
classrooms.”

Pat Forbes
Grant Opportunities

http://www
http://www.ed.gov/programs/
http://www.ed.gov/
http://www.ed.gov/programs/
http://www.ed.gov/about/offices/list/
http://www.cappelli-inc.com/lrc.shtml
http://www.cappelli-inc.com/lrc.shtml
http://www.charleslafitte
http://www.wachovia.com/
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Star Academy results reflect newfound hope

By Tom Farmer, Editor, 
tfarmer@pitsco.com

A group of previously disengaged South Carolina students 
might not realize it, but during the 2005-2006 school 
year they embraced the state’s motto, Dum Spiro Spero, 

a Latin phrase meaning “While I breathe, I hope.”
The new Star Academy program at Gettys Middle School 

in Pickens County was implemented for students deemed 
highly at risk of dropping out, and its results were outstanding, 
according to school officials and a report of first-year findings. 
Hope was in abundance as the school year ended.

“Something we did clicked and gave these children hope 
for their future,” said Gettys Principal Doug Limbaugh. “Many of 
them have been beaten down by their personal circumstances 
and by the educational system itself. It gave me particular per-
sonal pride to hear them talk about when they would graduate 
from high school or about the possibility of going on to college 
or technical training.”

The 80 students enrolled in the Star Academy program were 
identified as at risk of dropping out and had failed eighth grade 
one or two times. Of the 71 students who successfully finished 
the program, 58 earned enough Carnegie units to accelerate 
to the 10th grade, and the 13 others finished one credit shy of 
10th grade.

Positive first-year 
results extended to 
other aspects of the 
program including 
significant behavior 
change as well as 
student and parent 
attitudes toward 
education.

According to an 
independent report 
issued by university 
researchers studying 
the unique program, 
“Overall, Star 
Academy students 
show improved 
attendance when 
compared to the 
2004-05 school 
year before they 

entered the Academy.” Sixty-four percent of Academy students 
improved their school attendance, and 27 students missed just 
five or fewer days.

Students and parents expressed satisfaction with the 
Academy experience, which included technology-supported, 
hands-on math and science curriculum from Synergistic 
Learning Systems, as well as courses in English, physical educa-
tion, keyboarding, and freshman success. 

Among student comments gathered during a year-end 
survey as part of the university study:

• “It’s a great program! Thank you to all of the people who 
made this possible for us.”

• “My mother cried because my grade card was so good.”
• “I am making all B’s right now, and that’s the best I’ve made 

since third grade.”
Among comments from parents surveyed:
• “My son went from D’s and F’s last year to A’s and B’s this 

year and wants to go to school every day.”
• “My son was treated with respect instead of like a trouble-

maker, and he got the one-on-one help he needed with his 
work.”

• “Although my child has never been crazy about school, I 
can see that he does not hate school this year and he is excited 
about going to the career center next year.”

The 58 students who accelerated to 10th grade at Easley 
High School have been given priority status to enroll in the 
career center where they may take hands-on courses that 
prepare them for jobs and careers in the community.

“If the Star Academy had not been implemented, many of 
these students would have gone to grade nine and would not 
have been successful, based on similarly situated students in 
previous years,” Limbaugh said. “Most would have hung around 
in grade nine until they turned 17, which is the legal age at 
which students in South Carolina may drop out of school with 
no recourse taken against them.

“I cannot predict how many of the 71 will actually complete 
high school or go on to additional training, but in my opinion, 
just hearing the students talk about the possibilities of a 
brighter future makes me feel the program is worth the  
effort.” ■

Potential dropouts accelerate from 8th to 
10th grade in new South Carolina program

Star Academy First-Year Results
Gettys Middle School, Easley, South Carolina

80 eighth-grade students identified as at risk of dropping 
out or who had failed eighth grade one or two times 
started the 2005-2006 school year in the new Star 
Academy program with the hope of earning enough 
Carnegie units to accelerate to the 10th grade.

* Six students enrolled in a summer school course in an effort to 
advance to 10th grade in the fall.

mailto:tfarmer@pitsco.com
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At Southeast of Saline, science test 
scores were just about on par with 
state of Kansas averages during 

the 2003 testing cycle. While 35.7% of 
the seventh grade students at Southeast 
of Saline fell into the Unsatisfactory/Basic 
categories, the state average was 35.2%. 
At the higher end of the scale, 17% of 
the students ranked in the Exemplary 
category compared to the state average 
of 14%.

Then came change. Plans were made 
to update the public school’s Synergistic 
Modules technology lab to place more 
emphasis on science. Technology 
instructor Tom Williams planned to add 
new Modules with primary content for 
not only technology but also science and 
mathematics.

Upon reviewing the various 
Module titles in the lab, repre-
sentatives from William R. Gill 
& Associates asked Synergistic 
Learning Systems officials to 
provide a report detailing how 
the Modules in the technology 
lab correlate to Kansas science 
standards. The report revealed 
that the technology lab curricu-
lum met 67% of Kansas science 
standards.

When it was suggested 
that the school add two more 
Modules with primary content 
in math, science, and technol-
ogy, Superintendent Dr. Robert 
Goodwin gave his blessing. With 
the additional Modules, more 
than 82% of the state science 
standards were addressed in the 
lab.

Team-teaching approach
Because of the high per-

centage of science standards 
addressed, Goodwin and 
Principal Monte Couchman 
agreed that a science teacher, 

Kim Clements, should join Williams in 
team-teaching the class. Through the 
combined instruction of traditional 
science and Synergistic Modules, 
results on the state science assessments 
improved dramatically. 

During the 2005 science testing 
cycle, 37% of Southeast of Saline seventh 
graders scored Exemplary (more than 
double the total for 2003). Another 
33.3 percent of students scored in the 
Advanced category, while 12.9 of the 
students scored Proficient and only 
16.6% of the students scored Basic. None 
of the students scored Unsatisfactory, 
a category into which 15 percent of 
students fell in 2003.

“Sometimes, it helps to experiment 
with new curriculum and approaches to 
teaching,” Goodwin said. “The numbers 
don’t lie. Our new approach to science 
education resulted in a tremendous 
improvement on state assessments. 
To more than double our percentage 

of Exemplary students and to have no 
students in the Unsatisfactory category is 
a point of pride for our district.”

The combined effect of dedicated 
teachers, solid hands-on/minds-on 
science curriculum provided by 
Synergistic Learning Systems, a tradi-
tional science classroom experience, 
and the innovative leadership of district 
administrators helped earn the school 
the Standard of Excellence award for 
science assessment results.

Not one to argue with success, 
Goodwin plans to keep the team-teach-
ing approach in the Synergistic Module 
lab. 

“We believe we’ve discovered an 
implementation model that introduces 
students to various technical- and 
science-related careers in a hands-on 
manner while at the same time covers 
core science content in an engaging and 
memorable way.” ■

Following the 2003 testing cycle, Synergistic Learning 
Systems Modules, with an emphasis on science and math, 
were added to the technology lab at Southeast of Saline 
Middle School in Gypsum, Kansas. In 2005, test scores 
improved significantly.

Kansas Science Assessment Results
7th Grade

Superintendent attributes improved state 
science test scores to Synergistic Module lab
Exemplary scores shoot up and 
unsatisfactory performances 
disappear when Modules mixed 
with traditional teaching methods

“The numbers 
don’t lie. Our 

new approach to 
science educa-
tion resulted in 
a tremendous 
improvement 

on state 
assessments.” 

– SE of Saline 
Superintendent 

Dr. Robert Goodwin
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Cover Story 

The Teacher Effect
A change in attitude and approach can lead to better results

“There’s so much to do. How 
could I find the time to person-
alize what I teach?”

And so goes the lament of many 
teachers who are urged to engage their 
students beyond the normal scope of 
the curriculum. But before you join the 
masses in shouting out this sometimes 
accurate refrain, consider what Janet 
Hickey and Allen Jeffery of Paola, Kansas, 
have on their plate.

• Their expansive Synergistic Learning 
Systems lab has 28 workstations that 
house 28 Modules and eight Series IV 
Missions.

• Every one of Paola Middle School’s 

450 students is enrolled in the lab one 
quarter each year as part of the school’s 
related arts wheel. That’s an average of 
more than 110 new students every nine 
weeks. Just imagine having to memorize 
that many names and schedule that 
many students!

Such a taxing load isn’t enough, 
however, to deter Hickey and Jeffery 
from making Mission and Module activi-
ties fun and memorable beyond their 
already engaging design.

“The more interesting and fun you 
can make a presentation, the more 
students will focus and learn from it,” 
Hickey said. “Our fast-moving, ever-

changing society makes the traditional 
classroom obsolete. Students are used to 
being entertained and changing focus 
frequently.”

Hickey and Jeffery didn’t learn the 
power of “the teacher effect” during their 
college days. With each of them boasting 
more than 30 years teaching experience, 
including eight years team teaching in a 
Synergistic lab, they learned by trial and 
error and through deductive reasoning.

“Even though some of us experienced 
teachers began teaching in traditional 
classrooms, we have to be willing to 
make some changes to update our 
teaching methods in order to engage the 

Story by Tom Farmer     •     Photos by Rod Dutton

Paola (Kansas) Middle 
School Mission and 
Module Facilitators Janet 
Hickey and Allen Jeffery
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Contributed by Janet Hickey 
Paola Middle School Teacher

Here are a few of the unique projects and programs we 
(Janet Hickey and Allen Jeffery) have implemented during our 
eight years team teaching in the Synergistic Missions/Modules 
lab at Paola (Kansas) Middle School:

•	 We have an open invitation for parents to visit class. 
This earns the student extra credit and gives them a 
chance to teach their parents proper lab etiquette. 
It is also great PR for the lab and school. We had a 
grandfather, a retired architect, who visited every year 
that his grandson was in middle school.

•	 Our Wall of Fame was an idea that we got at one 
of the Synergistic annual workshops. We place a 
student’s name on the wall if they have a Module 
score of 400-409 (bronze), 410-414 (silver), and 
415-420 (gold). This helps to motivate the kids to 
work harder to raise their scores and creates a little 
friendly competition to see who can get their name 
on the wall the most times in the quarter.

•	 We have our lab managers make a picture poster 
each rotation and place it on a bulletin board. We 
use the best of these pictures in a looping PowerPoint 
slide show that we show at fifth grade orientation 
and Back to School Night. This creates interest in the 
lab. The parents and kids always like to see pictures. 

•	 We print Tech Tickets to promote teamwork and 
perfect scores on RCAs. Both partners have to get 
perfect scores to earn a ticket. We celebrate every 
partnership’s perfect score by ringing a bell. We hear 
about it if we forget to do this. At the end of the 
quarter, the kids can redeem their Tech Tickets for ice 
cream and toppings, extra credit, or prizes we get at 
the local discount store. Sometimes, this turns into a 
real problem-solving activity for students when they 
try to decide if they need the extra credit or the ice 
cream. Tickets can also be earned when the students 
thoroughly clean their workstations without being 
asked. This assures us that the students who don’t do 
as well academically can still earn the Tech Tickets for 
the end-of-the quarter activities. ■

Incentives and motivational activities implemented by Synergistic facilitators at Paola Middle School include an end-of-year ice cream party,  a 
Wall of Fame, and picture poster collages produced by Module lab managers.

Going above and beyond with unique programs
Open invitation, Wall of Fame, picture posters, and tech tickets serve to motivate students

modern student,” Hickey said.

Making the transition
Just because technology entered the 

picture and multimedia curriculum was 
implemented, what students learned 
didn’t have to change much – they 
still sew, cook, clean, and learn about 
finances as they did in Hickey’s tradi-
tional family and consumer sciences lab 
three decades ago. And they still build 
projects, learn how to make repairs, and 
draw designs as they did in Jeffrey’s old 
industrial arts classes.

In fact, the teachers still conduct 
several of their tried-and-true hands-on 
activities, proving that the old and the 
new can be blended together suc-
cessfully. The modern lab is preferred, 
though, for many reasons.

“One of the big things we had chal-
lenges with in the traditional industrial 
arts and family and consumer sciences 
classes was getting materials here for 
projects,” Hickey said. “Some kids couldn’t 
bring what was needed. This lab lets 
every kid start out on the same step and 
work their way up.”

Learning by doing
Jeffery is a firm believer that students 

learn best by doing. When an average 
student lights up with pride as his tower 
is deemed the strongest in the class 
– based on its performance in the Pitsco 
Structure Tester – the day’s work and 
effort somehow seem worth it.

Culminating activities such as tower 
testing, rocket launching, and crumple 
cage testing give students a chance 
to show off their creations, which is a 
special treat for students who struggle in 
core content courses or who are main-
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streamed despite their special needs.
Sam, a special education student, 

is a perfect example. Several years 
ago he set the record for tower testing 
when his meticulously created tower 
withstood 366 pounds of pressure before 
succumbing. 

“It took him a while to finish his struc-
ture,” a beaming Jeffery recalled. “He was 
particular and slow, but he came in and 
worked extra. He thought it was great 

that he did so well. In general, special ed 
students are very successful here, except 
for some of the reading and writing.”

Complementary pair
Hickey and Jeffery are the epitome of 

a complementary pair of team teachers. 
She prefers to handle the scheduling in 
Colleague™, and he gladly lets her. He 
works with students on technical proj-
ects, and she defers without question.

Hickey is filled with ideas for liven-
ing class activities, and Jeffery fills his 
assigned role accordingly, sometimes 
even manning the mop and bucket as he 
did recently for an activity that involved 
student-constructed cars and raw eggs 
(see related article below).

Even though they’re compatible in 
the classroom, they’re quick to acknowl-
edge their differences, even in a humor-
ous way.

A smashing success
Crumple cage tests in Mission teach 
students lesson about seat belt safety
By Tom Farmer, Editor 
tfarmer@pitsco.com

Hairline fractures and minor lacerations were never so 
entertaining. Students couldn’t help but smile and jump up 
and down as passengers were thrown from their vehicles. And 
the police officer standing nearby seemed to enjoy the scene 
and made no effort to stop the intentional crashes.

But wait! Before you draw incorrect conclusions about the 

crowd of students, faculty, and staff gathered at Paola (Kansas) 
Middle School, an explanation is in order.

The cars were really just crumple cages made of Skill Sticks 
sitting atop a LEGO-brick-and-wheel chassis. The passengers 
were raw eggs decorated as babies by their sixth grade 
“parents” and strapped into the crumple cages with rubber 
bands.

Students rolled their cars down a test ramp and crashed 
them into a wall to demonstrate the importance of seat belts 
and the need for proper car design. Facilitators Janet Hickey 
and Allen Jeffery took this Transportation Mission activity to a 
new level by having students use real eggs and decorate them 
as “their babies.”

“Only a couple eggs suffered fatal wounds, and a few 
others sustained hairline fractures, minor lacerations, and 

internal injuries,” said Hickey, who sported a doctor’s coat 
and a stethoscope around her neck as she instructed 
students to crash their vehicles.

Paul, the school’s resource officer, was on hand to issue 
Safety Award certificates to students who were “egg-cep-
tional designers of child-safe crumple cages.”

Students were riveted to the testing conducted in 
the hallway outside their classroom, and most of them 
enjoyed the experience and got the intended message as 
evidenced by their comments shared during a debriefing 
following the activity:

• “It was fun and important.”
• “If you don’t wear a seat belt, you could be a flying 

missile in an accident.”
• “You could die or suffer serious injuries.”

• “Can we do it again?”
Paola students thoroughly enjoy activities such 

as the crumple cage tests and have come to expect 
them.

“It’s different because they get out of the 
classroom,” Jeffery said. “They want to see what 
their car does compared to other cars. They like the 
competition.” 

Not to mention the crashes! ■

A simple activity from the Series IV Mission 
Transportation became an entertaining and engaging 
activity when Hickey used her stethoscope to check the 
eggs that didn’t survive their crashes. Hammering home 
the point about safety, Hickey created a “Safety Award” 
certificate, which was presented to students by the Paola 
Middle School resource officer as they completed their 
crumple cage test runs.

mailto:tfarmer@pitsco.com
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“During our Module Orientation, 
we use a detailed PowerPoint program 
to introduce the kids to us and the lab. 
When the two teachers are introduced, 
Looney Tunes are played for Allen, and 
there’s classical music for me,” Hickey 
said.

Room for creativity
Synergistic Learning Systems are all-

inclusive, student-led learning programs, 
but there’s still room for teachers to be 
creative.

“As we looked into the modular 
system, we saw that creativity does have 
a place if a teacher wants to put forth the 
effort to develop the activities,” Hickey 
said. 

One example she cited was the use of 
the TipEdit feature to modify the milk-
shake recipe in two of the food Modules. 
“The original recipe uses yogurt instead 
of ice cream,” she said. “Yes, it is healthier; 
however, most of our kids were pouring 
them down the drain. We changed the 
yogurt to ice cream. Our tip also allows 
them to choose the flavor they would 
like. Sonic donates cups to us. It seems 
just drinking a shake from a Sonic cup 
makes it taste better.”

Students are never bored in the 
Synergistic class, which also helps Hickey 
and Jeffery connect with the modern-
day students.

“The installation of our Synergistic 
lab made us teach differently, and 
consequently, the students learn dif-
ferently,” Hickey said. “This gives us a 
definite advantage over the traditional 
classroom. Variation creates interest, and 
the Synergistic environment, the use of 
technology, as well as the student-ori-
ented activities, all get the interest of the 
kids.” ■

Every moment in 
the 28-workstation 
Missions/Modules 
lab at Paola Middle 
School is a “teach-
able moment,” as 
evidenced by these 
photos of Hickey (left) 
and Jeffery (above 
and right) working 
closely with students 
as they complete 
activities.
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Effective teachers yield effective students
Who started this education revolution?
Harvey Dean, of 
course, but Jim 
Coffey was the 
teacher who had 
the greatest impact 
on Dean’s education
(Editor’s Note: The following is an excerpt 
from Changing Education: A Success Story by Pitsco 
President and CEO Harvey Dean)

By Harvey Dean, President and CEO, 
Pitsco, Inc., hdean@pitsco.com

I was a decent student in 
high school and had a pretty 
well-rounded list of extracur-

ricular activities – but I also had 
a wise-mouthed reputation, 
along with a sense of humor 
that sometimes led to pranks. A 
friend and I decided to give the 
bus driver a hard time on the way 
home from school one day. We 
were just trying to be funny, but 
the school principal didn’t see the humor in it. He expelled me. 
I ended up standing on the steps in front of school, boiling with 
anger, waiting for a ride home, and realizing I wasn’t going to 
graduate. 

Jim Coffey, my Industrial Arts teacher, came out of the 
school while I was standing there and saw me. I’m sure he could 
tell what must have happened. He fought to get me back in 
school and supervise my six weeks of punishment. I sat in shop 

class all day (except for English class) and drew maps of the 
district bus routes, a task that made me feel I was at least being 
useful. I began to notice the way Jim Coffey taught, always by 
example and by treating his students with respect but with a 
firm demand that we take responsibility. It was no coincidence 
that so many of Coffey’s students went on to become teachers. 
He was a model teacher. But it was what he said on those steps 
that day that made such a difference to me, then and now. 
He didn’t just say it, he meant it and I knew he believed it. So, 
miserable as I was, I believed and have gone on believing it 
from that day to this. 

“Don’t worry about it, Harv,” Coffey said. “You’re gonna be all 
right and you’re gonna be a success in life.” 

One teacher, one student, but what a difference it made 
that he believed in me. You see, if you look back to why I got 
into education, it was because of a teacher who cared. I came to 
understand what was so special about Mr. Coffey and so many 
great teachers – what drove them. It enabled me to take the 
risks involved in launching manufacturing divisions, investing 
in research and development, and leading employees. It is the 
fundamental truth in revolutionary education. It is the common 
ground I share with every parent, caring teacher, and visionary 
school administrator reading this. 

This is about the kids. ■

Harvey Dean, right, says that a conversation he had with his Industrial Arts teacher, Jim Coffey, left, made 
a positive difference in his life that continues to this day.

“One teacher, one student, 
but what a difference it made 

that he believed in me. You see, 
if you look back to why I got into 

education, it was because of a 
teacher who cared.”

– Harvey Dean

mailto:hdean@pitsco.com
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Effective teachers yield effective students

By Michael Johnson, Internet Application Programmer 
and Product Server Administrator, mjohnson@pitsco.com

Mrs. Thomas introduced me to my future career when I was 
in sixth grade. She wasn’t my classroom teacher; she was 
the librarian who operated the mobile media center that 

went to each school in the district. Her ability to reach students 
was endless, and I’m glad she took the initiative to reach me.

That school year (1983-84), Mrs. Thomas took Eric McDonald 
and me out of class every week, put us in front of the computer in 
the principal’s office, and told us to write a computer program to 
solve a particular problem. The amazing part is that Mrs. Thomas 
knew nothing about writing programs, but she did know how 
to get us the information we needed so we could learn. And we 
did. I don’t know what Eric did with the knowledge, but it ignited 
something inside me. And Mrs. Thomas helped keep that flame 
burning.

Before summer break began, Mrs. Thomas gave me a typing 
book and encouraged me to learn from it over the summer. I did. 
When school resumed session, I was in seventh grade and Mrs. 
Thomas was not the librarian at my new school. The flame she lit 
that one year was enough to keep me learning on my own. By the 
time I was in high school, I had taught myself quite a bit about 
programming.

I met Mrs. Thomas again three years later; she was now the 
high school librarian.

Somehow, in the midst of tight budgets, she managed to get 
a new computer for the media center. Our high school had no 
computer lab, and only a few classrooms were lucky enough to 
have a single Apple IIe.

Mrs. Thomas recognized my instinctive desire to learn more; 
she gave me time on the newest computer in the school. She even 
purchased programming software (Turbo Pascal, I believe). Then, 
when it seemed she had done all she could, Mrs. Thomas went one 
step further. She entered me into programming competitions.

It was this last step, as well as her continuous encouragement, 
that helped me get my first job out of high school. I worked as a 
co-op student doing programming (and electrical work) half of the 
year while I went to college the other half. It didn’t hurt that I did 
well at the programming competitions. But I couldn’t have done 
any of it if Mrs. Thomas hadn’t stood by me, helping me to learn 
about something for which I had a passion – and about which she 
knew absolutely nothing.

If not for the guidance and encouragement of Mrs. Thomas, I 
probably wouldn’t be where I am today, working on software that 
will help thousands, if not millions, of students learn things they 
might not otherwise learn. To all the Mrs. Thomases out there, 
thank you! ■

Igniting a passion
Though not an expert, teacher spurs 
student’s programming careerBy Dana Cochran 

Educational Projects Manager, 
dcochran@pitsco.com

When our editor 
sent out the 
writing assign-

ments for this issue, I 
was excited to be able 
to share some thoughts 
about teachers who have 
impacted me through the 
years.

I was fortunate to be 
in the same school system 
from my first day of kinder-
garten through my high 
school graduation, and I 
had some great teachers 
along the way.

Miss Morton –  
third grade teacher

Miss Morton (now Mrs. 
Starr) was a great teacher. 
She treated all of her 
students as if they were 
her own children. For high 
school graduation, Miss 
Morton sent me a package 
containing several papers 
I had written while in her 
class. The papers were 
things like “What I Want to 
Be When I Grow Up” and 
“My Life.” She carried those 
papers with her through 
several moves and then 
took the time to send them 
to me as I left school and 
moved into adulthood. She 
didn’t just do that for me; 
she sent a package to every 
one of her former students 
for graduation.

Coach Butler and Mr. 
Knight – middle school 
coach and teacher

Coach Butler and Mr. 
Knight stick out as great 
teachers because they 
took me seriously. I’m 
pretty opinionated and 
that comes naturally. So, 
in classes such as social 
studies, earth science, and 
life science, I often stated 
my opinions about things 
like politics, evolution, and 
abortion. These two teach-
ers could have easily just 
told me to keep quiet and 
leave the discussion to the 
adults, but they didn’t. They 
responded with questions 
and counterpoints and let 
me (and other students) 
work through some of our 
thoughts on these contro-
versial topics. They showed 
us that our opinions mat-
tered, even if we were just 
hormonal teenagers.

Mr. Butler and Mr. 
Brashears – high school 
science and math teachers

These gentlemen stick 
out in my high school 
experiences for the same 
reason as Coach Butler (no 
relation to Mr. Butler) and 
Mr. Knight – they never 
treated me as just a kid. 
They listened and discussed 
topics that other teachers 
would just dismiss as taking 
up too much of their time 
for the really important 
stuff like worksheets or 
note taking. That’s not to 
say that I didn’t learn core 
content in their classes. Mr. 
Butler taught my Biology II, 
Chemistry I & II, and Physics 
I & II courses. From Mr. 
Brashears, I took Algebra II, 

Small-town teachers 
have big-time effect!

mailto:dcochran@pitsco.com
mailto:mjohnson@pitsco.com
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geometry, and trigonometry. 
I grew up in a pretty small town. My 

graduating class had about 150 students. 
Some of us had been together since 
kindergarten. But if you’re reading this 
and thinking that just because I went to 
a small school my teachers didn’t have 
to worry about the same issues some of 
you are dealing with – think again. My 
small town happens to be in the poorest 
county in the state of Oklahoma.

Drugs were a big issue in my school. 
There were wannabe gangs. We had 
bomb threats fairly often. We had an 
on-campus police officer who carried 
a firearm. There were weekly fights 
between boys, between girls, and occa-
sionally between boys and girls.

Drugs, violence, lack of parental 
supervision, and pregnancy were all 
issues I dealt with later as a teacher. I 
taught in a K-8 school. Even with those 

issues, I always tried to treat my students 
just like my own children. There were 
days when I came to class prepared to 
present a rousing lesson on integers only 
to spend the class period discussing the 
importance of school in the first place.

More than content knowledge
I conduct many workshops through-

out the year, and I listen to lots of teach-
ers talk about how they have so much 
more to worry about with students’ 
behavior and their own safety that they 
are doing well to focus on getting stu-
dents to learn the content. While content 
is important and issues of behavior and 
safety are real, I would challenge you to 
give more than just content knowledge 
to your students. 

Very few people, when asked to 
describe their greatest teachers, will 
list in their attributes the fact that they 

taught them grammar or multiplication 
or the difference between an atom 
and a molecule. More often, people list 
qualities that have nothing to do with 
content.

• Miss Morton – caring, fun, tough on 
actions – not on the person

• Coach Butler – not afraid to debate, 
protective, honest

• Mr. Knight – wise, protective, open-
minded, caring

• Mr. Butler – approachable, tough, 
quick-witted, fun, practical

• Mr. Brashears – tough, fun, quick-
witted, honest

I don’t remember learning my multi-
plication tables in third grade, although 
I know them.  What I do remember is 
Miss Morton showing me that a great 
teacher, above all else, truly cares about 
students, enough to hang on to boxes of 
old schoolwork for many years. ■

By Kelly Reddin,  
Development Manager, 
kreddin@pitsco.com

When I was a classroom 
teacher, one particular 
math activity that my 

eighth-grade students enjoyed 
was “traveling the state.” I obtained 
state maps from the department 
of tourism, one per student, and 
had the students draw a coordi-
nate grid over the map. 

Each student determined 12 
locations that he or she would 
like to visit and in what order. As a 
class, we verified the coordinates 
for several cities to make sure the 
grids had been prepared properly.

Then, students used the 
coordinates to name the locations 
and determined the slope of the 
line between Locations 1 and 2. 
They used the scale on the map to 
determine the distance between 

the two points and wrote direc-
tions that another person could 
follow with the slope and distance. 

When they had completed the 
instructions, students traded maps 
to have their work checked. 

One of the high school geom-
etry teachers decided she would 
like to have my students take their 
projects to her class. So, my eighth 
graders challenged her geometry 
classes to determine the locations. 
It was a great review for them, and 
my students enjoyed seeing older 
students use their work. 

The students got interested in 
finding the cities most frequently 
chosen, and they decided we 
should create a chart or graph. So 
we did. At the end of the year, the 
map activity was voted one of the 
top activities, along with bridge 
building, that the students said I 
should definitely do again. ■

Students travel the  
states – without 
leaving school

Pitsco’s various divisions will be represented at education shows and 
conferences across the country in the coming months. If you attend any of 
these events, stop by the Pitsco booth. Our representatives look forward to 
meeting you!

September
20-22  National Council of Teachers of Math (NCTM), 

Chicago, Ill.
25-26  Indiana Public Schools, Indianapolis, Ind.
26  Classroom of Distinction Interactive Forum,  

San Diego, Calif.
28  Classroom of Distinction Interactive Forum, 

Hayward, Calif.

October
5-7  NCTM, Phoenix, Ariz.
6-8  Texas Association of School Boards/Administrators, 

Houston, Texas
10-11  New Jersey Science Convention, Garden State, N.J.
12-14  Fla. Technology Education Association, Orlando, Fla.
12-14  Fla. Association of Science Teachers, Gainesville, Fla.

November
2-4  National Middle School Association, Nashville, Tenn.
8-10  National School Board Association, Dallas, Texas
14  Classroom of Distinction Interactive Forum,  

Atlanta, Ga.

Upcoming Events

Effective teachers yield effective students

mailto:kreddin@pitsco.com
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Winning Suggestion

By Tom Farmer, Editor, 
tfarmer@pitsco.com

Jeff Stripling never runs out of 
positive comments for his students. 
When walking around his Modules 

lab at Challand Middle School in Sterling, 
Illinois, he simply looks up, and positive 
comments – 135 of them, to be exact 
– quickly come to mind.

That’s because the words are painted 
in marker and gold paint on the cinder 
blocks along the top of the lab walls. 
When Stripling sees a student doing a 
good deed or working extra hard, he 
shouts out a number. The student locates 
the number and reads the correspond-

ing word, 
such as 
outstand-
ing, super, 
excellent, 
try, tremen-
dous, keep it 
up, exactly 
right. The 
student 
then 
brings his 
portfolio to 
Stripling to 
receive a 
mark on his 
personal 
record 
sheet.

“I simply walk around the room 
facilitating and dishing out numbers 
when I see students on task or doing 
great things,” Stripling explained. “When I 
tell them a number, they find the number 
and read it to themselves such as ‘Great 
Work,’ and then they find the box on their 
personal record sheet that corresponds 
closest to that expression, word, or 
phrase. I place the number in that box.”

Stripling pulls out the portfolios at 
parent-teacher conferences and uses the 
recorded words to emphasize to parents 
how well their children have done in the 
lab. Students also receive one extra credit 
point for each number they have on their 
personal record sheet. 

As often as he dishes out the positive 

comments, Stripling has some of 
them memorized, but he has 
a little help when he needs 
just the right word yet 
doesn’t have a lot of time 
to read all the terms 
posted on the walls.

“I have a reduced 
copy of the list that 
I carry around in my 
pocket so I can assign 
numbers quickly while 
walking around.”

Positively ingenious! ■

A positively winning suggestion!

Editor’s Note:
This Winning Suggestion was 
submitted by Synergistic Modules 
Facilitator Jeff Stripling of Challand 
Middle School, Sterling, Illinois. For 
sharing this great suggestion, Stripling 
will receive a $50 gift certificate 
and a T-shirt. Submit your Winning 
Suggestions to Editor Tom Farmer 
(tfarmer@pitsco.com or P.O. Box 1708, 
Pittsburg, KS 66762).

Download: Go to www.
pitsco-network.com 
and download a copy of 
Stripling’s “encouraging 
words.”

Among the motivational words 
painted on the walls of Stripling’s 
classroom are a saying he found 
on the wall of the Iowa State 
University football practice 
facility (top) and English and 
Spanish terms (right) intended to 
give students a quick summary 
of how they’re performing at any 
given time.

http://www.pitsco-network.com
http://www.pitsco-network.com
mailto:tfarmer@pitsco.com
mailto:tfarmer@pitsco.comorP.O.Box1708
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Leave your fingerprint on the class
CSI, NCIS, and other forensic 

evidence shows are all the rage 
these days for students and 

adults. Before these shows were popular, 
however, real-life investigators used an 
old-fashioned technique called “finger-
printing” to connect criminals with a 
crime scene. 

Although it’s not as high tech or excit-
ing as some other methods of investiga-
tion, fingerprinting still works to link a 
perpetrator to a crime. When we consider 
teaching in a Synergistic Modules or 
Suites lab, a teacher’s “fingerprint” is a 
great metaphor for describing the influ-
ence and effect a particular instructor 
has on the classroom. 

Even though you are operating in a 
system-based lab, your fingerprints will 
be everywhere and have a significant 
impact on every facet of the program. 
This influence begins with how you 
structure and deliver orientation. 

We recognize that orientation sets 
the tone for the class in more ways than 
one, and its quality and implementation 
are direct examples of your unique fin-
gerprint. As you know, first impressions 
are critical, and orientation is a student’s 
first impression of your class. The method 
and manner in which you present the 
rules, expectations, cooperative empha-
sis, and overall format of the program 
dictates what the experience is going to 

be like for the student. This fact is true 
regardless of which Modules or Suites 
they encounter throughout the term. 

Emphasize cooperative learning,  
custom events that engage students

Another example of a teacher’s 
influence centers on student coopera-
tion. Facilitators who spend quality time 
instructing learners about the necessity 
and procedures associated with coopera-
tive learning create an environment that 
is welcoming and friendly, and notice-
ably different from many others. 

Synergistic labs bearing this imprint 
will contain a combination of structure 
and flexibility specifically related to 
team/group interactions. Educators 
who monitor and adjust this delicate 
classroom balance ensure that each cur-
riculum exploration is allowed to present 
its maximum impact on students without 
the clutter of constant conflict at the 

workstations.
In both Module and Suite labs, a 

teacher has the ability to generate 
custom events and activities known 
as Discovery Days (DDs) or Real World 
Activities (RWAs). Initially we’re tempted 
to dismiss these days as merely makeup, 
lab maintenance, or schedule adjust-
ments. I encourage you, however, to 
take another look at these sessions as a 
chance to apply your unique fingerprint 
on the class.

Although they require some addi-
tional planning and prep work, these 
days don’t have to be mundane and 
ordinary. In the past, teachers have 
used these times to present students 
an application challenge specifically 
related to their recent Module or Suite 
exploration. In other cases, instructors 
have coordinated contests, field trips, or 
unusual demonstrations that serve to 
capture student attention and provide 
some motivation for further student 
investigation.

Even though Synergistic Module 
or Suite labs are structured systems 
of instruction, they still provide a lot 
of opportunity for customization and 
individual input. As you prepare for the 
upcoming school year, we encourage 
you to take some time and consider how 
you can leave your fingerprint on the 
class. ■

Winning Suggestion

Phil Toleikis labels himself a “teacher 
who doesn’t throw anything away.” And 
because of that tendency, he is able to 

clearly label a lot of things in his Synergistic 
Modules lab.

Toleikis, of Central Middle School in 
Evergreen Park, Illinois, has come up with 
a creative way to use extra Avery labels 
shipped with Module labs and intended for 
use in student portfolios.

“I have been placing them on students’ 

projects after they have put their name and 
class period on them,” Toleikis said. “The lab 
managers like them also because they can 
find the students’ names much easier on the 
projects.”

In Microsoft Word, Toleikis utilizes the 
labels feature (Tools/Letters and Mailings/
Envelopes and Labels) to print blank “Name” 
and “Hour” lines on the labels. Students fill 
out the labels and attach them to a variety of 
items they create in the lab:

Resourceful teacher makes 
most of leftover labels

Mark Maskell
Teacher Development
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• CD cases in Audio Broadcasting
• Projects such as towers, CO2 cars 

(boxes), Blinky boards (bags), rockets, 
and so forth

• Any other personal items that 
remain in the classroom

“The list is almost endless,” Toleikis 
said of uses for the labels. “I find them 
very handy and useful – and a great 
time-saver!” ■

Editor’s Note:
This Winning Suggestion was submitted by Synergistic 
Modules Facilitator Phil Toleikis, Central Junior High School, 
Evergreen Park, Illinois. For sharing this great suggestion, 
Toleikis will receive a $50 gift certificate and a T-shirt. 
Submit your Winning Suggestions to Editor Tom Farmer 
(tfarmer@pitsco.com or P.O. Box 1708, Pittsburg, KS 
66762).

Quality is Job One for 
experienced crew that 
helps teachers resolve 
issues quickly to keep 
students learning
By Joel Howard, Systems Customer  
Service Manager, jhoward@pitsco.com

One of the founding principles of 
Pitsco and all of its divisions is the 
desire to provide quality, timely, 

friendly, and “human” customer service. 
This is an edict started by President and 
CEO Harvey Dean himself, and to this day 
he is still highly involved in the process of 
ensuring that we always provide the type 
of service that he demands.

Now, I think just about every 

company in the world claims to have 
“great customer service.” But let’s face 
it, good customer service is so uncom-
mon these days that we are generally 
surprised when we do have a positive 
experience. I sure like to think that we are 
an exception and that we try very hard to 
provide a positive experience for you. 

We have tried to establish an environ-
ment where providing quality service is 
just the standard operating procedure. 
First of all, Pitsco as a company is behind 
us 100% when it comes to doing what it 
takes to satisfy a customer. Secondly, we 
operate under one simple philosophy, 
“treat customers as you would expect to 
be treated as a customer.” This may sound 
trite and oversimplified, but if you always 
keep that thought in mind, you will 
generally do the right thing.

Of course, these things are very 
important, but to me the real key to 

providing great service is having great 
people. This is where I think we are most 
fortunate. The customer service industry 
as a whole has a very high turnover rate 
that leads to representatives lacking 
knowledge, experience, and the motiva-
tion to do a good job. We, on the other 
hand, have very little turnover and 
currently have the most knowledgeable, 
experienced, and consistent staff we 
have ever had. Sure, we have new people 
from time to time, but this is usually to 
increase our staff to accommodate our 
ever-growing customer base and not to 
replace someone who has left. We always 
aim to provide you with a familiar voice 
and name that you can rely upon to help 
resolve your issues.

I am particularly proud of our crew 
and welcome any comments on how we 
can continue to make your experience 
with Pitsco a positive one. ■

Toleikis prints labels on his laser printer 
(right) and allows students to use them 
to label projects such as towers (far left), 
Blinky kits (below), and CD cases (below 
right).

Our philosophy: “treat customers as you would expect to be treated as a customer.”

mailto:jhoward@pitsco.com
mailto:tfarmer@pitsco.comorP.O.Box1708
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By Kelly Reddin, Development Manager, 
kreddin@pitsco.com

Series IV Crew Missions have 
doubled in number and now 
include five days of content and 

activities. More hands-on components, 
new activities, and more thorough 
coverage of the content create a science 
system that addresses both state and 
national standards. 

An audio CD allows the students to 
hear a professional read the briefings and 
window pages, and the number of Series 
IV Missions has expanded from 18 to 36. 
The Language Linkage, Math Linkage, 
Research Linkage, Career Linkage, and 
Social Studies Linkage have also been 
expanded:

• The Language Linkage includes 10 
words and five activities from which the 
teacher or student can choose.

• The Math Linkage has an activity 
that includes a graphic organizer.

• The Research Linkage contains two 
open-ended questions, a section on a 
famous person or group, and eight topics 
that can be researched.

• The Career Linkage has five activi-
ties that encourage the student to think 
about skills and jobs.

• The Social Studies Linkage is a time 
line activity organizing several important 
events related to the topic.

A Pretest and Performance 
Assessment in addition to the final Test 
give teachers a quantitative and qualita-

tive way to assess student understand-
ing and growth. The Pretest and Test 
have lines for the short answer section. 
The Performance Assessment has four 
questions or requirements that all Crew 
members must be able to answer or 
demonstrate.

To help boost student success, 
blackline masters containing the Briefing 
Questions, Performance Assessment, 
and Vocabulary are included in the PDF 
documents on the Mission CD. 

Existing science labs will definitely 
want to update to these Missions and 
add several new titles. Students will 
enjoy the new content and activities, 
which address science, math, communi-
cation, and technology standards. ■

Take a 
closer look!

Series IV Missions expand to five days 
of activities; standards correlations  

strengthened as number of titles doubles

•	In Air and Water you learn about Earth’s dynamic 
systems of air and water. You investigate Earth’s atmo-
sphere, the water cycle, the wetlands, and water filtration. 

•	In Animal Adaptations you learn about animals. You 
learn about their unique features. You learn about how 
these features help them to survive.

• Animal Survival takes you on a journey to show you 
the amazing animals we have in our world. You explore 
different ways these animals manage to stay alive as they 
fight for survival in the wild world.

•	In Cells and Reproduction you learn about cells and 
reproduction. You look at cells. You 
learn about genes and heredity.

•	In Chemical Reactions you learn 
about the interactions of substances. 

•	In Circuits you learn about electri-
cal energy. You learn how electricity 
is produced. You learn how you can 

convert it into other useful forms of energy. You learn to 
safely wire circuits.

•	In Crime Lab you solve mysteries using physical evi-
dence found at crime scenes; surveillance camera pictures; 
reports from forensic scientists; and the Crew’s own powers 
of observation, logic, and problem solving.

•	In Earth and Space you learn about the Sun, Moon, 
and Earth connection. You learn that the Sun is a star. You 
learn about phases of the Moon. You learn about lunar and 
solar eclipses. You learn about changes in the length of 
daylight.

•	In Earth Rocks you learn about the rock cycle and how 
rocks are formed on Earth. You learn about the different 

types of rocks and how to classify them.

•	In Ecosystems you learn about how 
nature works with the environment. You 
learn about food webs and how energy 
flows through a food web. You learn about 
biomes. You learn about how people are 
working to repair damage humans have 
done to ecosystems.

Series IV Mission Descriptions

mailto:kreddin@pitsco.com
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•	In Energy you learn about several 
forms of energy and how they are used. 
You learn about the conservation of energy 
and matter.

•	In Engineering you learn about design-
ing, building, and testing parts of struc-
tures. Structures are made from parts arranged in 
a definite pattern. Structures are designed to serve 
a purpose.

•	In Epidemic you form a team to determine 
the cause of a mystery disease. You must carefully 
comb through clues to discover the identity of the 
disease.

•	In Extreme Earth you learn about the many 
different types of natural hazards on Earth. Extreme 
Earth covers events such as earthquakes, blizzards, 
tornadoes, hurricanes, and tsunamis.

•	In Geometry you learn about a variety of 
shapes. You are introduced to names and uses 
of two- and three-dimensional 
shapes.

•	In Health and Safety you 
learn about bicycle safety. You 
learn the proper procedure 
to wash hands and why it is 
important.

•	The Human Machine 
Mission is designed to help 
you understand that your 
body can do many wonder-
ful things – and do them all 
at once. 

• Interactions introduces you to 
the interdependency of plants and animals and a food 
web. You learn about inertia and experiment with force. 

•	In Light and Sound you learn about the nature and 
properties of waves. You experiment with both light and 
sound. You learn the major parts of both the human eye 
and the human ear.

•	In Limited Resources you learn about Earth’s natural 
resources. You learn about ways to reuse, reduce, and 
recycle to protect these resources. 

•	In Matter Matters you learn about mass and other 
properties of matter. You experiment with physical and 
chemical changes. You make a mixture and a solution, and 
investigate heat as a form of energy.

•	In Microscopes you learn the history of the micro-
scope. You learn the parts of the microscope. You use a 
microscope to compare animal cells and plant cells.   

•	In Motion and Force you learn about Newton’s three 
laws of motion. You build cars and test them based on 
Newton’s laws.  

•	In Oceans you study features of 
Earth’s oceans. You learn characteristics of 
ocean water. You study waves and currents 
and learn how oceans influence Earth’s 
climate and water cycle.

• Puzzlers combines the best of two 
worlds – puzzles and problem solving. 
This Mission challenges you to think about 
a situation or problem and forces you to 
think outside the box to find a solution.

•	In Rocketry you design, build, and test 
straw rockets. In this Mission your Crew 
determines the best design for a rocket so 
it lands in a specific target area.

•	In Science and Society you learn how 
science affects society and how society 

influences science. You learn how scientific advances have 
changed the way people do things. 

•	In Scientific Data you learn a graph is a diagram that 
shows a numerical relationship. You also learn graphs help 

readers compare amounts and see trends.

• Scientific Discovery places you in the role of 
scientist. You learn the scientific method.

•	In Scientists you explore how scien-
tists from all over the world have made 
discoveries.

•	In Simple Machines you learn about the 
six simple machines. You build models 

that combine simple machines to 
form complex machines. 

•	In Solar System you learn 
about the nine planets and their 

moons that make up our solar 
system. You learn about Earth’s place 

in the solar system and about the forma-
tion and composition of the solar system.

•	In Space Exploration you learn about the 
universe. You learn about our Sun and the stars. You learn 
about comets and distances in space.

•	In Systems you explore complete processes. You learn 
how the parts of a system are integral to the success of the 
whole. You learn about classical taxonomy and the diges-
tive system.

•	In Technology and Design you practice the steps of 
the design process. You create, test, and redesign a rubber 
band-powered vehicle.

•	In Transportation you learn about the many ways in 
which people and goods can be moved from one place to 
another. You design, build, and test a vehicle. You design, 
build, and test a crumple cage to protect an egg. ■

The new Series IV Mission 
content includes many 
colorful and detailed 
images such as those 
displayed on these 
pages (clockwise from 
above): Animal Survival 
Mission, Energy Mission, 
Ecosystems Mission , 
and Crime Lab Mission.
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A no-brainer in Nevada

By Tom Farmer, Editor, 
tfarmer@pitsco.com

It’s a no-brainer. Faced with a choice 
between students retaining 90 
percent of what they’re taught or just 

20 percent, who wouldn’t opt for the 90 
percent?

That was Karen Liberty’s logic last 
year when she chose to add Synergistic 
Missions to the new Gifted and Talented 
Education (GATE) program in the Nye 
County, Nevada, School District.

“I have been an 
advocate for change 
in the way teachers 
deliver instruction. 
Research has proven 
that when students 
become engaged in 
their learning, they will 
learn more than if a 
teacher delivers content 
through lecture, which 
becomes passive learn-
ing,” explained Liberty, 
the district’s director of 
curriculum and instruc-
tion. “Ninety percent 
of knowledge will be 
retained by students if 
they see it, say it, hear 
it, and do it. Only 20 
percent of knowledge 
will be retained by just 
hearing the information. 
As an educator, which 
percentage would you 
go after? Ninety percent 
without doubt.

“The Synergistic Missions allow 
the students to go for the 90 percent 
retention because the Missions permit 
students to receive content information 
and then allow the students to apply 
the new knowledge to an act. Students 
become responsible for their learning.”

Though Liberty had been eager to 
add Synergistic products for more than 
three years – after learning about them 
at a local conference – it was only when 
Title V funding came available for the 

GATE program that she could imple-
ment the Missions, which are explored 
by 32 fourth and fifth graders from four 
elementary schools in the district.

Students are jazzed
The GATE program is set up at JG 

Johnson Elementary School, where 
teachers Alisa Rose and Terra Price 
facilitate the program two Saturday 
mornings each month. Liberty is the site 
administrator, and all three educators 
received formal Missions training.

“It is exciting to see students jazzed 
about education and looking forward to 
the next Mission,” Liberty said. “What a 
great program that makes students the 

experts, not the teachers.”
Though students do 

not receive a grade for 
their Missions work, a 
point report is shared with 
students and their parents. 
Parents also are involved through Home 
Links, a take-home component that 
serves as a means of generating extra 
points.

Missions are effective learning tools, 
Price says. “The students’ reactions prove 

that they are engaged and learning tons. 
From an organizational standpoint, the 
new Mission format provides more infor-
mation and activities for the students to 
use in making real-life connections.”

Rose particularly favors the self-
directed learning that occurs. “This frees 
the teacher, who becomes a facilitator as 
opposed to a slave driver,” she said.

Modules next?
Nye County is the second-largest 

county in the nation at 16,400 square 
miles, so it’s no easy feat to establish 
a district-wide program into which 
several schools feed students. For that 
reason, Liberty is seeking to implement 

additional Synergistic 
labs at the middle and 
elementary levels.

“Seven middle 
school science teachers 
took it upon them-
selves to visit Saturday 
camp in June,” she said. 
“On Monday, my e-mail 
box was flooded with 
positive comments 
from the teachers. This 
enthusiasm prompted 
the district to apply 
for a state grant. The 
district is pending 
approval and feeling 
very confident.”

Liberty hopes 
that if a middle-level 
program is imple-
mented at the middle 
school in Pahrump 
(about 1,200 students 
in Grades 6-8), it will 
serve as a model for 
additional programs 
throughout the 
district.

“Perhaps this 
program will catch the 
students’ attention 
and encourage them 

to love school again,” she said. “If all 
students had a safe harbor, none would 
be at risk. It would be my hope that 
the student-centered lab will provide 
the safe harbor that is needed by all 
students.” ■

The see, say, hear, and do 
of Missions beat traditional 
education methods any day

Gifted students in Nye County (Nevada)  School 
District  spend a part of their Saturday exploring 
Synergistic Missions at Johnson Elementary 
School.

mailto:tfarmer@pitsco.com
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Mission Customer Service

By Joel Howard, Systems Customer  
Service Manager, jhoward@pitsco.com

We often mention the pitsco-network Web 
site in the newsletter, and I hope all of 
you have had a chance to visit the site. 

It houses a wealth of information about updates, 
new product offerings, and so forth.

One area of the site that I feel is underutilized 
by Mission facilitators is the Teacher Forum 
section. This is a great place to share information 
with other teachers or to seek out new ideas. 
We obviously monitor the site and supply input 
when needed, but the real idea is that it should 
be a community sounding board for teachers to 
communicate with each other. 

Synergistic Module facilitators have been 
utilizing this tool for several years now with great 
success. In fact, some of the teacher ideas we 
present in The Pitsco Network magazine origi-
nated on the Teacher Forum. We also periodically 
post questions about lab facilitation issues to 
generate feedback from other Mission facilitators, 
so even if you don’t have input, simply reading 
the responses can be very informative. By the very 
nature of a forum, the more users who provide 
input, the better it will work.

So, I strongly encourage you to spend a few 
minutes and check out www.pitsco-network.com, 
specifically the Teacher Forum section, which 
can be found under Lab Facilitation. If you do 
not have a user name and password for the site, 
please contact Customer Service at Systems_
Support@Pitsco.com. ■

Teacher forum 
is not just for 
Module facilitators

“I strongly encourage you to 
spend a few minutes and check 
out www.pitsco-network.com, 
specifically the Teacher Forum 

section, which can be found under 
Lab Facilitation. “

For years, 
thousands 
of teachers 

have used the 
LEGO Education 
Motorized 
Simple 
Machines 
Set to teach 
physical science 
concepts to 
elementary, 
middle, and 
high school students. Now LEGO Education introduces an innovative 
alternative, the new Science & Technology Set.

The Science & Technology Set enables students to develop skills 
in scientific inquiry, physical science, technology, teamwork, problem 
solving, and creativity in a fun and engaging way. Students explore 
problems and invent their own solutions, behaving as scientists do and 
making discoveries along the way. Students study forces and motion, 
simple machines, measurement, energy, magnetism, and more. 

With the set and corresponding activity pack, students can complete 
12 45-minute lessons, plus 12 extension activities and even more open-
ended challenges. The activity pack comes complete with reproducible 
worksheets, teacher notes, and a CD-ROM containing helpful animations. 

A key feature of the Science & Technology Set is its versatility and 
hands-on approach to learning abstract concepts. The set and activities 
are appropriate for fourth grade and up – in any classroom where learn-
ing scientific discovery and technology principles is a high priority.

To order the Science & Technology Set or to request a catalog, go to 
www.LEGOeducation.com. ■

New LEGO Education 
set teaches scientific 
inquiry and more

http:/
mailto:jhoward@pitsco.com
mailto:jhoward@pitsco.com
http://www.pitsco-network.com
http://www.pitsco-network.com
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By Tom Farmer, Editor, 
tfarmer@pitsco.com

Before Synergistic Systems was even 
a dream, Janet Adamson knew 
modular learning was the wave 

of the future. A family and consumer 
sciences teacher, she recognized 20 years 
ago that traditional, whole-class teaching 
was not always the best approach.

“I tried to design an individualized 
curriculum with learning packets that 
included reading materials, worksheets, 
and hands-on activities,” said Adamson, 
a 34-year teaching veteran at Jefferson-
Scranton (Iowa) Middle School. “I felt 
that if students could work at their own 

pace, they would be more 
successful and understand the 
material better. After using the 
Synergistic lab, I realize those 
packets were somewhat crude 
in design but that I was on the 

right track.
“I didn’t have the materials and 

equipment to make the packets truly 
individualized or successful, so after 
a few years they became worn, and I 
stopped using them.”

A 16-Module FACS and technology 
lab was installed at JSMS in 2005 as 
an exploratory program for all sixth, 
seventh, and eighth graders (one 
quarter per year). Adamson and her 
assistant, Janelle Wright, received formal 
Synergistic training a few weeks before 
opening the lab.

“The three-day training was essential 
to the success of the lab,” Adamson said. 
“There are so many new things to learn 
and do. Everyone at Pitsco was friendly 
and helpful, which made the training 
enjoyable.”

Ironically, Adamson had to learn a 
whole new system just prior to her last 
year of teaching – she’s now retired – but 
it turned out to be her “best year ever.”

“At first I was apprehensive about the 
technology side of the lab,” she said. “But 
the students were so interested in learn-
ing about these topics that I knew I had 
to learn, too. After going through them 
with students several times, I became 
more comfortable with all the Modules.”

Because she always strove to 
teach more than just cooking and sewing 
in her home economics classes, Adamson 
liked the diversity in topics and activities 
the Modules offered.

“The Synergistic lab uses the same 
types of materials to teach, but the indi-
vidualized format provides a tremendous 
opportunity for students,” she said. “The 
many different topics, the seven-day 
rotation, and the teamwork make it ideal 
for middle school-age students and a big 
advantage over traditional FACS class.”

Students become self-starters, are 
responsible for their learning, and tend 
to stay on task, which reduces discipline 
problems. And then there’s the coopera-

tive learning aspect of the lab.
“The teamwork involved has helped 

students become more tolerant of 
others,” Adamson said. “The participa-
tion points make the students really 
work together and help one another. 
Following directions is a skill they will 
always use.”

Even though she’s retiring, Adamson 
hopes to still be involved in education, 
possibly even substitute teaching in the 
lab.

“I enjoyed this year and am so glad 
that I had a chance to work with the 
Synergistic lab. This is a model of how 
education should work, and I will miss 
being at the school and in the lab.” ■

Adamson finally experiences the type of FACS curriculum she attempted to create years ago

Ahead of her time

Janet Adamson (above) had to 
learn a whole new system just prior 
to her last year of teaching – she’s 
now retired – but 2005-2006 turned 
out to be her “best year ever.” At 
right is Janelle Wright, Adamson’s 
assistant who will continue to work 
in the Synergistic Modules lab at 
Jefferson-Scranton (Iowa) Middle 
School, along with new facilitator 
Dave Briggs.

mailto:tfarmer@pitsco.com
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By Tom Farmer, Editor, 
tfarmer@pitsco.com

When you amass years of experience 
at something, you tend to become 
confident in your abilities and might 

even take some chances with new ideas and 
approaches.

Denis Mahony of Virginia Beach, Virginia, 
has reached that point, having orchestrated the 
Synergistic Modules lab at Salem Middle School 
for the past 14 years.

Students enjoy their Synergistic experience at 
Salem; however, Mahony believes there’s always 
room for his personal touch to improve the educa-
tional experience.

“I have explored several ideas for Modules which 
would encourage student interest while offering a 
unique means to ascertain that they are exploring topics 
geared toward career choice opportunities,” he said.

In an attempt to encourage students to consider 
military careers, Mahony used his own money to purchase 
a force feedback joystick and World War II combat flight 
simulator. Then, recognizing the need to teach driving skills, 
he designed and built two driving simulators based on an 
X-Box platform, and he’s going one step further with his latest 
creation.

“I am currently building a third-generation driving simulator 
and plan to set up an all-school racing league,” he said.

A former graphic arts and photography teacher, Mahony 
has taught technology education for the past 20 years. The 
Synergistic Modules lab was established at Salem in 1992 as 
a replacement for the communications laboratory (drafting, 
printing, and photography), though Mahony still teaches a 
four-week drafting section in hopes of planting the seed for a 
career in engineering.

In order to get off to a good start, he observed teachers 
in other Synergistic labs in Virginia Beach, and he explored 

Colleague™ 
extensively 
when it 
arrived on the 
scene in the 
late 90s.

“There 
were not 

many 
hurdles 

to overcome as the 
Colleague program is fairly 

simple to comprehend and manage,” 
he said. “The most difficult portion of the task was 

getting the computers to cooperate.”
Even with an occasional computer-induced headache, 

Mahony doesn’t miss the days of notebook-based content.
“The notebooks worked fairly well although a great amount 

of time was spent collecting and storing the notebooks, and 
even more time was spent grading the work,” he said. “Actually, 
I feel the new means of delivering content is far superior to the 
original. The videotapes were a constant problem with tapes 
not being rewound and such. Having the content on demand 
seems much better for the students and is certainly better for 
the instructor.”

Again reflecting his tendency to experiment, Mahony 
believes RCA questions should be moved to the end of Sessions 
2-5 instead of being delivered at the beginning.

“We should test students on the content of that day’s 
session,” he explained. “When students are absent, they face the 
questions without the benefit of information provided the day 
before.”

Mahony doesn’t hesitate to let experience be his guiding 
force. “The future of Synergistic depends on the ability of 
those of us in leadership positions to identify and implement 
new and exciting activities which will draw students to our 
program.” ■

Experience counts
Veteran Virginia teacher adds his personal
touch to Modules, other curriculum

For 14 years Denis Mahony has orchestrated the Synergistic Modules lab at Salem Middle 
School in Virginia Beach, Virginia, keeping students engaged in their activities (pictured) 
and challenging them to reach new heights.

A Look Back
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Module facilitators in Illinois and Indiana 
will be among the first Synergistic 
Learning Systems customers to get 

the lowdown on browser-based Module 
delivery when they attend Network meetings in 
November. 

The Indiana Network meeting is scheduled 
to be held November 7 at North Clay Middle 
School in Brazil, Indiana. The event will be 
hosted by Facilitators Sharon Koehler, John 
Russell, MaryJo Benson, and Keith Jones, as well 
as Principal Greg Linton.

The Illinois Network meeting takes place 
the following day, November 8, at Lisle Middle 
School in Lisle, Illinois. Facilitators Pete Meyer 
and Sharon Byrne will host the event, along 
with Curriculum Director Dr. Christine Messina.

At both meetings facilitators will share ideas 
for enhancing curriculum or management plans 
– ideas that help labs run more smoothly and 
adapt to the needs of students. The second half 
of each meeting will be a video conference with 
the Synergistic Learning Systems curriculum 
staff in Pittsburg, Kansas, who will explain the 
new browser-based Module curriculum/man-
agement system.

For additional information about the 
Network meetings, contact Education 
Consultant Dennis Kunka at 800-446-1225 or 
dkunka@pitsco.com. 

Principals of the year
Several principals at schools with Synergistic 

Learning Systems have been named 2005 State 
Principal of the Year, according to the National 
Association of Secondary School Principals:

• Lane Abrell, Plainfield High School, 
Plainfield, Illinois

• Becky Hacker-Kluver, Webster City Middle 
School, Webster City, Iowa

• MaryAnn Connors-Krikorian, West 
Running Brook Middle School, Derry, New 
Hampshire

Congratulations to these outstanding princi-
pals for all their hard work and effort. If you or 
a teacher/administrator at your school recently 
received district, state, or national recognition, 
let us know, and we’ll share the great news with 
readers. ■

Browser-based delivery 
will be focus of Ill.-Ind.
Network meetings

 

Educators are getting a first-hand 
experience with Synergistic 

Modules at the Classroom of 
Distinction Interactive Forums 
presented by Intel and the Center 
for Digital Education.

K-12 conferences that are more 
show than tell, the forums offer 
a complete immersion experience designed to showcase the power of 
student engagement. The Forensic Science Module has been set up at each 
of the forum locations so far in Virginia and Texas (pictured). The Modules 
are presented as a science solution. 

Additional forums are slated for California (San Diego on Sept. 26 and 
Hayward on Sept. 28) and Georgia (Atlanta on Nov. 14).

To learn more about the Classroom of Distinction Interactive Forums, 
visit www.centerdigitaled.com and click Events. ■

Interactive 
forums

Systems News in Brief
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jhoward@pitsco.com • 800-774-4552

Module Customer Service

By Joel Howard, Systems Customer  
Service Manager, jhoward@pitsco.com

Hopefully, you have enjoyed some 
time off over the summer and are 
coming back to school refreshed 

and ready for a new year. Perhaps 
“refreshed” is not exactly the term you 
would use. 

At least let’s hope you found your 
lab in as good of condition as you left it 
last year. So many things can happen to 
your lab over the summer without your 
knowledge or approval.

I can’t tell you how many calls 
we receive in late August and early 
September seeking help because 
nothing is working right, even though it 
was all working at the end of last school 
year. Consider all the things that take 
place inside schools during the summer.

For instance, building maintenance 
– imagine the workstations in your lab 
being moved around for painting or 
floor waxing. How about the dreaded IT 
upgrade? Or here’s my personal favorite, 
your lab was used for a summer program 
that you did not teach!

Test headphones, speakers,  
workstations, Colleague™

All of these spell potential trouble for 
you the first week of school no matter 
how well you planned in the last week 
of school. So don’t wait to learn these 
things from the students. If you have the 
luxury of a day or two without students, 
boot up all the computers to ensure they 
are all functioning. 

Then, create a test class in Colleague 
and ensure the test student can log in to 
all of the workstations. If that experiment 
works, you can be assured that your 
network is up and running and that you 
won’t have 16 call lights on all at once 
the first day with students. 

Another small check I like to make 
is to test all the headphones or speak-
ers to ensure audio is working fine. It’s 
very easy for cables to be disconnected 
or plugged into the wrong outlet if 
the computers have been moved. The 
last thing you want is to have to deal 
with that sort of issue when you have a 
classroom filled with new students. 

I also suggest doing a “test run” the 
first few days of school. I know many 
teachers who have the students com-
plete Session 1 (and sometimes an entire 
rotation) as “practice.”  This is really more 
for the students’ benefit, especially if 
they are new, but it can also work as a 
troubleshooting period for you. 

Maybe you will step into your lab 
on day one and everything will run like 
clockwork. In the likely event this is not 
the case, hopefully you will find some of 
these suggestions helpful. ■

Testing is the key  
to starting year right

The third annual Pitsco Systems 
Essay Contest will be unveiled in the 
next issue  of the magazine.

Begin planning now to give your 
students a chance at participating in 
an open-ended writing activity that 
enables them to develop writing skills 
and possibly challenge for the top 
prizes.

In the past, teachers have taken 
advantage of this opportunity to 
incorporate a lab-related, writing-
across-the-curriculum activity. It’s also 
a great way to offer extra credit.

This year’s contest will include a 
new twist – a different question for stu-
dents to answer – so be sure to check 
out the full details and contest rules in 
the next issue of The Pitsco Network.

Third-annual 
essay contest
is just around
the corner!
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By Tom Farmer, Editor, 
tfarmer@pitsco.com

Betsy Brock’s professional life has not been dictated by 
others. She has been in charge at every turn, and there 
have been more than a few turns. 

In fact, her unceasing curiosity and work experiences 
helped make her a perfect fit to teach in a Synergistic Suites 
lab, which she has done for the past six years at Roy Miller High 
School in Corpus Christi, Texas.

Brock, the mother of three grown sons, worked at various 
jobs for 11 years before becoming a teacher nine years ago. 
She worked primarily in clerical roles within the Odem school 
district, and she even found time to serve six years on the 
Odem City Council.

Every step of the way she accepted challenges, learned new 
skills, and inched closer to her dream position – teacher.

“I look on it as a vocation and not a job,” she says. “Through 
all the administrative changes, paperwork piles, grading, and 
meetings, it is the greatest, most rewarding position I have ever 
had.”

The joys of teaching are unparalleled in Brock’s eyes. “As a 
mentor for some of my former students I feel especially proud 
when they walk the stage (at graduation) after overcoming 
difficulties, almost as if they were my own children.”

Suite experience
Brock’s last clerical position was Certification Officer, where 

she learned what she needed to do to become a teacher. 
She now has a master’s degree in occupational training and 
development and three teacher certifications: vocational occu-
pational orientation, office education, and secondary industrial 
technology.

She ended up in the Suites lab because of her certifications. 
“I had no idea what everything was for, so I logged on to the 
computers and went through the programs, inventoried boxes 
of LEGOs, and called Kansas a lot,” Brock said. “I made a trip to 
Kansas for training and we worked in the Aerospace Rocketry 
Suite, and I was hooked. I came back to my district, went 
straight downtown, and asked for Rocketry to be added to my 
class.”

Her Tech Systems lab also includes the Community, Digital 
Manufacturing, Free Enterprise, and Intelligent Systems Suites. 
The class is an elective, but it counts as computer credit, which 
is required for graduation.

“My teaching philosophy is that education is the most 
important thing you can do for yourself,” she said. “It is some-
thing that, once earned, no one can take it away.”

Her wealth of experience in the working world and in 
city government comes in handy. She tells students in the 
Community Suite personal stories about her time on the city 
council, and she shares with students in the Free Enterprise 
Suite some of her experiences with investing and other facets 
of her background in business.

Brock recognizes the many benefits of Suites learning. “The 
skills that Suites offer students would not be learned other-
wise until they’re adults and are exposed to investing in the 
stock market, watching rockets launch, attending city council 
meetings, learning about taxes by paying them, and designing 
through buying a house.”

She particularly enjoys the uniqueness of Suites curriculum. 
“Students learn cooperation and the ability to work with 
others, whether they like them or not. They also get to prepare 
presentations as part of the group that they don’t get to do in 
core classes.” ■

‘A vocation and not a job’
Texas facilitator draws on work experience as she enters her seventh year in a Suites lab

david_patterson@pitsco.com • 888-728-4548Suite Customer Service

By David Patterson, Assistant Systems 
Customer Support Coordinator,  
david_patterson@pitsco.com

To our new lab facilitators, we 
extend a sincere welcome, and to 
those of you who count yourselves 

among the Suites veterans, welcome 
back!

I have been associated with 
Synergistic Suites since their inception 
in 1997 and have worked in Synergistic 
customer support for 13 years. The other 
Suites expert on staff, Darris Lassiter, is 
entering his seventh year on the support 
team. Remember that we are here to 

help you.
Now, let’s get down to business. 

What’s the first thing you need to do to 
get this show on the road? Let’s assume 
that the lab is actually powered back on, 
the server and hub are functioning, your 
teacher computer is buzzing, and all the 
Harbors are up and ready to go. Make 
sure that any school network integra-
tion is also on and functioning properly. 
Remember that IT person’s name and 
number?

Encompass and PIM
How about Encompass and PIM? Take 

some time to check PIM to brush up on 

your orientation presentation. You have 
an Orientation PowerPoint presentation 
that can be used as part of your initial lab 
introduction. It’s in PIM on the Instructor 
& Lab Info tab under Teacher Directed 
Orientation. You might also want to 
glance at the Student Directed version 
here as well.

In order for your students to check 
in and go through Orientation at 
each Harbor, you will have to create 
classes and add your student rosters 
in Encompass. Use the Help file in 
Encompass if you need some assistance 
to get started. It is very helpful, and if 

Veteran support personnel are ready to help you

Continued on page 27
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By Jeanne McCready, Senior Curriculum Specialist,  
mccready@pitsco.com

The Intelligent Systems Suite has undergone some 
major changes! The most notable change to this Suite 
is that the LabVIEW software will no longer be used in 

any of the Harbors. Students will now utilize the ROBOLAB 
software.

Students at the Sensory Imaging Harbor use LEGO® 
MINDSTORMS® products to explore how various robotic 
sensors relate to the human senses. By utilizing the larger 

LEGO MINDSTORMS kit, fewer kits are required in this 
Harbor, making previous storage problems no longer an 
issue.  

In the BioRobotics Harbor, new and improved video 
instructions now support the ARM robot and its related 
software. Students use LEGO MINDSTORMS products to 
build simple machines that could potentially be used in the 
workforce today.

Students at the Dynamic Logic Harbor will continue to 
learn about the three basic Boolean operators: “and,” “not,” 
and “or.” However, they will now learn to program at the 
ROBOLAB Investigator level. Students are required to write 
a program using each of the following sensors: touch, light, 
temperature, and rotation. Students add to their programs’ 
Wait For, Fork, and While Loop functions in order to meet 
certain programming requirements. Students must down-
load their programs to a LEGO NXT brick in order to run the 
programs, ensuring that their programming is correct.

By utilizing the components included in the 
MINDSTORMS kits, the Suite challenges have now taken on 
a more mobile approach. Team challenges include develop-
ment of a roving security robot, an assembly line robot, an 
amusement park ride, a greenhouse, a robotic limb, and a 
business security system.

In addition to revised content, all new, visually appealing 
graphics have been added to each of the Harbors! Examples 
from the Harbors are displayed. ■

you use the F1 key to access help, you 
will get the specific part of the help file 
that covers where you are in the program 
(context-sensitive help). 

It’s a good idea to set up a demo class 
and schedule. You can use a fictitious 
name or your own so you can schedule 
rotations and check the stations yourself. 
You may also wish to create tentative 
schedules so you can begin to prepare 
for the first Suite rotation. When student 

turnover ceases following the first week 
of school or so, you will be better pre-
pared to make minor schedule changes. 

Supplies and materials
What about supplies for each station? 

Check the closet! Do you remember 
where we stored all of those supplies 
during installation? If you placed an 
order at the end of last school year, did 
you get your needed supplies? Do you 
have enough consumables to start the 
year? 

Again, use PIM to check on the timing 
of Harbor-specific exercises to make sure 
you are ready for them. You can print the 
Deliverables/Consumables report for 
the entire lab after accessing it from the 
Reports tab in PIM. You can also view the 
Knowledge Acquisition section to review 
each Harbor, segment by segment.

It’s all coming back to you now, isn’t 
it? As always, we are just a phone call or 
e-mail away. If you need assistance with 
anything, please let us know. Have a 
great year! ■

ROBOLAB software  
enables students to create 
powerful sensor-based  
programs in updated Harbors

Veteran support      Cont. from page 26
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By Tom Farmer, Editor, tfarmer@pitsco.com

Children aren’t allowed to do certain things until they 
reach a designated age: drive a car, view particular 
movies, and get a job, to name a few. Fortunately, there’s 

no age requirement for innovative problem solving.
A second grader from Bellevue, Idaho, recently proved 

that problem solving is not an art reserved for members of a 
particular age group. Eight-year-old Jessica Johnson suggested 
a product modification that prompted Pitsco officials to change 
the way its ceramic magnets are marked.

“Jessica was building a maglev vehicle with basic magnets,” 
said Krista Jones, K-5 technology education instructor at 
Bellevue Elementary. “In order to facilitate logical thinking, 
I purposely did not mark the magnets in any way but left a 
pencil for the students to mark the magnets if they figured that 
out as a strategy for remembering the sides of the magnet. 
Jessica’s innovative idea came to her in frustration – as most 
great ideas do.

“She had checked the 
pole of a magnet against 
the maglev track to make 
sure it repelled. Then, in the process of attracting her magnet 
to the bottom of her vehicle, she forgot which side was which. 
After doing this several times, she exclaimed, ‘Why don’t they 
just paint one side white? Then this would not be so hard.’”

Jones told Jessica that her idea was interesting and she 
should consider writing a formal design brief.

“She agreed and spent several lunch recesses working on 
the design,” Jones said. “At the end, she was so excited about 
her idea that I encouraged her to contact Pitsco.”

She did. Pitsco’s Bill Holden, aka Dr. Zoon, corresponded 
with Jessica and was so impressed with her efforts and logic, 
that the magnet vendor was asked to modify the product.

“A small white dot was added to one face of each magnet, 
the north-seeking pole of the magnet,” Holden said. “After 
looking into the process required to make the change, the 
benefits for the students using the magnets far outweighed the 

No age limits 
on innovation

Dr. Zoon finds second grader’s suggested magnet 
modification an attractive solution to a long-time challenge

By Bill Holden (aka, Dr. Zoon),  
beholden@pitsco.com

At Pitsco, we take seriously any 
and all suggestions and feedback 
provided by the teachers and 

students who use our products. After all, 
we want to produce the best products 
on the market, and this is possible only 
if we provide what 
students and 
teachers need.

Following is 
an example of how 
we recognized a 
teacher’s expertise 
and ended up 
improving our 
product line in a 
way that benefits 
thousands of students and teachers.

Nate Fairchild, author of the 

Masterpiece Toothpick Bridges book, 
ordered a copy of Pitsco’s Dr. Zoon 
Toothpick Bridges video. Nate, who had 
been doing toothpick bridge activities 
for several years prior to this, was unim-
pressed with the video and informed 
one of our customer service personnel of 
his different approach. The message was 
passed on to me, and I contacted Nate 
directly to get his input on how we could 
do the toothpick bridge activity better.

From our electronic conversations, 
I learned about a completely different 
approach to toothpick bridges than 
what we had been doing. And it wasn’t 
that what we had been doing was wrong 
or bad, it was just that Nate had taken 
the activity to a new and different level.

After persuading him, we engaged 
Nate’s services in writing about his 
style of toothpick bridges, hence the 
Masterpiece Toothpick Bridges book. The 

book has been a great success, and I 
recently had the pleasure of meeting 
Nate face-to-face at the National Science 
Teachers Association convention in 
Anaheim. 

We had a great time talking about 
the beginnings of his relationship with 
Pitsco and Dr. Zoon. Nate also did a 
workshop on toothpick bridges during 
the convention, engaging more than 
100 teachers and having a great time, I 
might add. He also conducted a break-
fast workshop for the National Middle 
Level Science Teachers Association that 
Pitsco sponsored.

So, through Nate’s courage and 
honesty, many teachers and students 
have benefited from us listening to what 
he had to say about our product and 
activity. Don’t hesitate to let us know 
how you feel! ■

Product suggestion leads to new book on toothpick bridges

Dr. Zoon
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Online learning can 
be personalized
E-mail communications give students a 
one-on-one outlet for posing questions

added cost for making the magnets.”
Jessica was excited that her idea would be imple-

mented, and she enjoyed working with Dr. Zoon.
“Each day that Jessica received a response back from 

Pitsco or Mr. Holden, I would print it out and bring it to her 
in her homeroom,” Jones said. “She would run to her desk to 
read it and then later would read it to a hoard of children. 
At the very end of his correspondence, when Mr. Holden 
signed his name, ‘Dr. Zoon,’ she went crazy with excitement 
and told everyone, ‘He’s the Bill Nye the Science Guy for 
tech.’”

By the time the product change was made, Jessica had 
moved to another city, but she was excited to learn that her 
suggestion resulted in an improved product.

“I was amazed,” Jessica said. “After I moved, I thought it 
was over. But to my surprise, now they [magnets] are going 
to be sold to the public.”

Holden said he and other members of Pitsco’s Research 
and Development Department are always receptive to new 
ideas.

“Our best products and activities are a result of teachers’ 
and students’ suggestions or from our staff gleaning ideas 
from teachers as they communicate with them,” he said. “To 
lead educational change, you have to be willing to change. 
As a company, we have to listen, evaluate, and act on those 
suggestions we feel would be in the best interests of both 
students and teachers. From that process, our products and 
services will positively affect learners.”

Jones said Jessica’s experience has encouraged her 
other students to identify needs and problems and propose 
potential solutions.

“I was elated that a huge corporation like Pitsco would 
include ideas from student sources,” Jones said. “It made me 
happy for Jessica. The whole situation sparked a very quiet 
little girl’s self-confidence and gave her a feeling of great 
value within the real world, not just at home or school. I do 
believe that feeling will stay with her forever.” ■

Jessica Johnson of Bellevue, Idaho, holds her document that 
details how a change in magnet design might prove beneficial to 
other students who use the magnets in activities. Pitsco asked the 
magnet vendor to modify the product.

By Dana Cochran, Educational Projects Manager, 
dcochran@pitsco.com

Online learning with a personal touch – sounds like an 
oxymoron, but it is possible for you to create personalized 
learning in an online environment.

CareerPorts provide students with a virtual internship in a real-
world career. By design, the CareerPorts system enables a student 
to complete a course with little to no face-to-face interaction with a 
teacher. This is the nature of all online learning. 

It might seem counter-intuitive to suggest that this 
type of environment could be personalized. However, 
because students are interacting with the teacher using 
e-mail, there are fewer barriers for them to overcome 
when asking questions, stating opinions, and sharing 
ideas. Think about it. 

When I was a student, there were numerous times when I 
thought twice about asking a question or sharing an idea in front 
of my peers. Even as an adult, in unfamiliar groups, I still consider if 
what I’m about to ask will be considered “dumb” or wrong – and I’m 
an extrovert. Shy students or students who are simply introverts by 
nature would be even more hesitant to jump into a discussion or 
ask questions.

In a situation where there are no peers – just mentor and 
student – it is much easier to put “dumb questions” out there. By the 
same token, teachers have the ability to respond more effectively to 
those questions. For a teacher in a classroom of 24 or more stu-
dents, it’s difficult to spend three minutes explaining a concept for 
one student and leaving the other 23 to fend for themselves. 

Online, a teacher can answer questions in the Comments section 
of the CareerPorts environment for each student as the questions 
arise. In essence, each student is receiving a personalized program 
of instruction.

The big concepts are being covered for all students, but indi-
vidual student needs are being met as well. You can’t get much 
more personalized than that. ■

“Online, a teacher can answer 
questions in the Comments section 

of the CareerPorts environment 
for each student as the questions 
arise. In essence, each student is 

receiving a personalized program of 
instruction.”
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Pitsco Research & DevelopmentR&DR&D
Straw Rocket Launcher 
is a soaring success
By Andrea Nwagwu, Public Relations Coordinator, 
anwagwu@pitsco.com

“Necessity is the mother of invention,” a wise person 
once said, and such is the case with Pitsco’s Straw 
Rocket Launcher.

Larry Dunekack, a teacher at Pittsburg (Kansas) Community 
Middle School, was looking for an interesting way to teach 
kids about pneumatics. He came up with a device that uses 
a weighted drop rod in a cylinder to launch a drinking-straw 
rocket. 

If you add a method for adjusting the trajectory angle, you 
have a perfect tool for teaching students of all ages thrust, 

trajectory, angles, measurement, and a host of other physics, 
science, and math principles.

The Straw Rocket Launcher is used in the Series IV Crew 
Mission Rocketry, and it is available in the Pitsco and LEGO 
Education catalogs. 

The Straw Rocket Launcher and straw rocket materials make 
a great, cost-effective way to shake things up in your classroom. 
A Straw Rocket Class Pack and a Straw Rocket Getting Started 
Pack are also available for sale.

To see the Pitsco Straw Rocket Launcher in action go to 
www.pitsco.com/strawrocket, or to order one for your class-
room, go to www.shop-pitsco.com. ■

Students at all grade levels find Pitsco’s Straw Rocket launcher a cre-
ative and fun activity while their teachers enjoy the fact that students 
learn about thrust, angles, measurement, and other physics, science, 
and math principles.

Making a straw rocket is as simple as 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7!
• Step 1 – Cut the straw to the desired length.
• Step 2 – Design a fin pattern and use it to cut out 

three fins from an index card.
• Step 3 – Use cellophane tape to attach the fins at one 

end of the straw.
• Step 4 – Form a nose cone from a 1 cm ball of model-

ing clay.
• Step 5 – Place the other end of the straw into the nose 

cone.
• Step 6 – Place the rocket on the launcher, and set the 

launch angle.
• Step 7 – Raise the launch rod to the desired height 

and release.

Other public relations 
services available to 
Synergistic teachers
By Andrea Nwagwu, Public Relations 
Coordinator, anwagwu@pitsco.com

Have a cool new lab? Would you 
like to inform the community 
what new things are happening 

in your school? If so, host an open house 
and invite parents, teachers, school 
administrators, the community, and 
members of the media.

We at Pitsco can help create invita-
tions, write a news release, contact your 
local media, and sometimes make avail-

able a Pitsco representative who helps 
host the event. Contact me at least 6-8 
weeks before you want to schedule your 
open house, and we’ll work together to 
make your event a success.

Write about your success
In addition to helping promote 

your lab, if you have an exciting story of 
success in your lab, we can help guide 
you through the process of writing and 
submitting your story to a national publi-
cation. Writing for a national publication 
can be an intimidating process, but we 
have several experienced writers on staff 
ready and willing to help. 

As you’re planning the rest of your 
school year, you might discover a need 
to demonstrate how your lab helps 

you teach national and state academic 
standards. We have Amalgama reports 
available that can show you how the 
Missions, Modules, Suites, or CareerPorts 
in your lab are reinforcing state and 
national standards. For open houses, 
story writing, or to order Amalgama 
reports, contact me at anwagwu@pitsco.
com. ■

We can make your open house great

You may also find information about open houses, news 
releases, and Amalgama reports online at www.pitsco-
network.com. If you need a username and password for 
this private Web site dedicated to Synergistic facilitators, 
contact Kristi Bettega at kbettega@pitsco.com.

Available Online
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pitsco-network.comwww.www.

Activities on Web enable teachers 
to become Sage on the Stage – again!
By Kristi Bettega, Pitsco-Network 
Site Administrator, kbettega@pitsco.com

Do you ever long to get back up in front 
of the class and teach? Because learn-
ing is self-directed in a Synergistic 

Learning Systems lab, you are the “guide on 
the side” most of the time. Discovery Days 
and Special Activities provide just the oppor-
tunity many of you have been awaiting to 
once again become the “sage on the stage.” 

Discovery Days are regularly occurring 
activities and are typically associated with 
a Module rotation; however, they can be 
applied to any of the Synergistic Learning 
Systems. Discovery Days provide a break 
from individualized instruction and enable 
students to experience teacher-directed 
activities.

“Special Activity” is a catchall term that 
can be applied to any non-System-related 
activity throughout the year. In contrast to 
Discovery Days, Special Activities are not nec-
essarily associated with curriculum topics. Often these activities 
include experiences such as preparation for standardized tests, 
unit content not covered within the Synergistic curriculum, or 
special projects that span several class sessions. 

Now, you’re probably wondering where you might find 
ideas for these activities. Pitsco-network.com is the place! 
Pitsco-network offers a plethora of activities submitted by 
teachers that are available for use in your classroom. Nearly 
every Discovery Day or Special Activity comes complete with 
how-to instructions and a materials list for easy implementa-
tion in your classroom. 

Teacher-created suggestions
In addition to the activities we’ve posted on the Web site, 

many teachers have submitted documents that help them run 
their labs more smoothly. These worksheets, other types of 
resources, and suggestions can be found under the heading 
Teacher Created on the Modules wing of the site.

Jessica Pitcher of Jefferson Middle School in Champaign, 
Illinois, created custom Daily Assessments to meet the unique 
needs of her students and to address the high enrollment chal-
lenge. These sample daily assessments, among other things, 
can be found on the Web site.

We are continually looking for new ideas to post to the 
Web site. If you would like to submit an idea or activity, or if 
you have forgotten or misplaced your username or password 
needed to access the site, please contact me at 800-828-5787 
or kbettega@pitsco.com. ■
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By PJ Graham, Pitsco Technical Writer, 
pjgraham@pitsco.com

Bringing students and teachers 
together in spirit is no easy task. 
One man accomplished this 

feat every year during his career as an 
industrial arts teacher.

About a year and a half ago, Kris 
Hoover retired from the Paradise Valley 
Unified School District in Phoenix, 
Arizona. Before 
retirement, he held 
an annual event 
to energize both 
students and teach-
ers – a CO2 dragster 
contest. While this 
may not sound 
unusual, Hoover’s 
event was different 
– students and teach-
ers competed.

Inspiring with dragsters
For these contests, students and 

teachers designed, built, and entered a 
CO2 car into one of two categories: speed 
or cool design. Teacher and student cars 
raced separately, but both groups got 
into the spirit.

“A lot of the other teachers would 
have fun coming in on their prep periods 
to work on their cars,” Hoover said, 
adding that students would come to see 
teachers work on cars and egg them on 
as they worked. “It would kind of fire the 
kids up.

“You’ve got a cohesiveness with the 
students, teachers, and staff. It brought 
everybody together.”

Hoover provided specifications for 
the cars and discussed strength, weight, 

aerodynam-
ics, and 
other related 
concepts with 
students. 

They completed sketches and grid 
layouts of their cars to learn design skills.

Over the years, Hoover created many 
cars of his own for the competitions.

“I would try to show the kids as I was 
designing mine that you could have 
a really lightweight car, but it had to 
have structural strength as well,” he said. 
“This crossed over with things they were 
taught in the science classes.”

Hoover said the activity had the 
rare ability to hold students’ attention. 
“Students were so focused on their cars 
– the concentration was incredible. It was 
neat to see.”

Though encouraging students to 
learn was a primary objective, Hoover 
admits he put a lot of work into making 
his own dragster successful.

“It would be really embarrassing 
for the shop teacher to get beat by 
the English teacher,” he joked. Though 
Hoover didn’t win the teacher com-
petition every year, he does hold the 
speed record, which was earned with 
his dragster, The Cobra, that traveled a 
55-foot track in .61 of a second using 
an eight-gram CO2 cartridge. The body 
weight of the car was just less than half 
an ounce before he painted it.

Many fast and unusual cars were 
created. Art Teacher Sue Raymond 
carved many of her dragsters with 
X-ACTO knives. With this technique, she 
created original designs such as a shark 
and a gargoyle.

“That woman is so talented, and she 
did all of it with an X-ACTO knife. She’s a 
fantastic teacher,” Hoover added.

Unifying with competition
Hoover didn’t settle for just a race 

during class. His event started with a 
preliminary round where the cars were 
raced against the clock. Then, Hoover 
took the top three in speed and one for 
best design from each class to go to the 
finals, which were usually held on Friday 

nights so family and friends could attend. 
Attendance ranged from 100 to 150 
people.

Each car was raced against the clock, 
but Hoover created suspense by not 
revealing the times until the end of the 
race. Winners received large trophies 
created by Hoover. As an added bonus, 
the winners were featured on the 
school’s morning video broadcast.

The competition worked so well that 
Hoover held it for more than 20 years in 
several different schools. He said stu-
dents gained a lot from the activity.

“They just loved it; it got them fired 
up and they absolutely had a blast 
with it. Not only were they learning 
the processes of how to work with the 
equipment and about safety, but they 
had the competition of the race at the 
end,” Hoover said. “They were learning 
while they were having fun, whether 
they realized it or not.”

Extending the motivation
Hoover found yet another way to 

inspire students: He took 60 of them 
to the Winter Nationals drag races, 
which were held at nearby Firebird 
International Raceway. 

Every year, the raceway offers 
students a chance to visit the drag strip, 
see how it operates, and have lunch – for 
just $8 per student. Hoover used the 
education day as a preliminary event to 
the dragster activity.

“They got to see what the motor 
sport industry was all about,” he said. 
“They could take the things they had 
seen at the racetrack and put them into 
practical 
applica-
tion in 
the class-
room.” ■

Dragsters 
Unify 

Teachers and 
Students

Kris Hoover

One of Kris Hoover’s designs uses 
a beautiful color pattern placed 
between pieces of acrylic.

This dragster by Art Teacher 
Sue Raymond was carved with 
an X-ACTO knife.

Hoover’s Excalibur Hoover’s Payloader
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